is an isomorphism. Now let S^)R be an integral extension of an integrally closed noetherian domain, whose quotient field LZ)K is a separable extension of finite degree. Then we obtain the canonical map i: P(P)->P(5) given by ]£» vfp-»2t> ^(2^1» eC$)^P) where e(^5) is the ramification index of $ in SZ)R, i.e. p^S^j = (<i5»S'sri)e<ip)-Since the map i sends the principal divisors to principal divisors, it induces the map i: C(P) -+CÍS). We denote the kernel of i by C(S/R). Thus CiS/R) is the subgroup of CiR) consisting of those divisor classes which become principal under the extension SZ)R-Now let the quotient field extension LDX be Galois with the Galois group G. As customary we denote PP(G, P(P)), H"iG, UiS)) by 77"(P/P), H»(S/R) respectively. The main purpose of this short note is to prove:
Theorem. Let SZ)R be an integral extension of an integrally closed noetherian domain whose quotient field extension LZ)K is Galois with the Galois group G. Then we have the exact sequence where Dp H2(S9/R9) =fl9 lm(H2(S>/R9)->H2(L/K)),)) running through all nonzero minimal primes of R.
Remark. A somewhat similar exact sequence related to the Brauer groups in the case when S~Z)R is unramified was obtained in [2] , [3] .
Proof. Firstly we observe that HX(G, D(S))-0. Indeed, if we fix, Proof. If SDR is unramified, then D(S) a = iD(R) and Pip H2(Sf/Rf) = ()>B(S»/R9).
If we further assume 7? to be regular, our exact sequence coincides with the exact sequence in [2] , [3] . is an isomorphism since both sides are P-projective modules of the same rank. Therefore A is an P-separable order in 2 with S as a splitting ring, and this completes our proof.
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